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The difficulty with submissions to the committee is that any adverse comments on multiculturalism tends to be branded racist by those who have vested interests in the multiculturalism industry. Despite this I believe that the following should be considered in regards to the future of what is basically an anglo-celtic nation whose origins relate to Western civilisation and Christian ethics.

Generally speaking the only group that has never assimilated either in Western European countries and Australia are those from Arabic speaking countries or other Islamic States such as Somalia and Sudan.

In addition to the article by Greg Sheridan in "The Weekend Australian" newspaper of 2-3 April 2011 regarding the situation here a recent French documentary portrayed an extremely disturbing picture of the situation in France where police, firemen and ambulance personnel will not venture into many parts of Paris and other cities because it is far too dangerous to do so. A leading French journalist made the point that these regions have become mini Islamic States within greater France and that sooner or later a French government will need to use draconian measures to recover control. In the longer term he said a sort of civil war is likely.

The particular documentary ended by showing thousands of Muslims in London with slogans painted on banners saying "kill all infidels, kill Americans" and such like and similar demonstrations in Holland, Denmark and Sweden where like France the government had lost control over the mini Islamic States that had grown up in those countries.

If one looks at Australia we already have our mini Islamic State in inner suburban Sydney where anglo-celts are frightened to live or venture but screams of racism arise if anyone is prepared to comment on the situation.

Also, recently Channel 7 TV made a documentary on convicted terrorist BenBrika originally an illegal immigrant who was issued deportation orders on three occasions but refused to comply and eventually married a local Muslim lady and gained Australian citizenship. He had never done one days work since his arrival here and had received over one million dollars in taxpayer funded social services and has spent his time plotting against the State. Channel 7 decided not to show the documentary for fear of offending Muslim sensitivities.

Like it or not this country is heading down the European path where State governments are fast losing control of the mini Islamic enclaves in our midst. The Commonwealth governments responsible in the first place now
see it as a State problem as it is the State authorities that have to deal with the lawlessness and thuggery associated with these Islamic ghettos

Obviously our political master are aware of the situation and presumably hope that nothing occurs during their time in office that requires drastic action that might lose votes at both State and Commonwealth level. When the crunch does come the incumbents will blame their predecessors or the State authorities.

Thus far the only country to face up to the problem is Switzerland with the banning of minarets on existing mosques and curtailment of future mosques and deportation of anyone, (Swiss born or not) who commits a criminal offence to their country of origin or that of their forbears. Unless our government faces the problem now and maybe learns from what is happening elsewhere the future of this country is in peril